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worked for the practical application of Communist principles so effectively

in Japn under the old regime thathe was put in prison and spent two years

in prison, and the YNCA is recommending his books

the NCC in Japan is doing the same way. Now that is all I am goi

to say in regard to the NCC. If you have time, if you have two althree hours

to give to this, we could go around the world, some of them are much better

than those of the far East, I believe, but yet some of them are just as bad

or may be worse, perhaps, pargicularly India. Well, now wiht the organi

zation particularly of the WOC and the IMC they announced after the su

of the WCC that they were going to wvrk together as two hands you might say

in the one Bible. The WCC with the home base churches more particularly,

but with interest in the whole world, but the ICC on the foreign field

mission fields but with the one purpose of creating a common front of co

operation and mainly in the interest of church union. That definitly

by quotations from their writings. I haven't gotten them here this

morning to give to you, but that could be definitely shown. And not only

that but they hoax governments all over the world. We found it par ticulary

so in India. They would approach governments all over the world and claim

that they represented the whole protestant force of that country. In India,

for instance, Dr. M who is the secretary of the NCC of India and has

been an outstanding modernist. He influence but he also

is a friend of the official in the Indian government who had charge over

these things, the home ministers and, of course, I don't know what

Dr. M said to , the deputy home minister, but at any rate they

worked out regulations and there is good ground for believing that that was

under the suggestion of Dr. M on which the NCC of India was to act as

a hourse fDr all protestant missions in India and the government stated

that no mission would be allowed to begin work in India and no missionary would

be cleared for entry into India unless it had the backing of the NCC in In

dia and then suggestions were sent out to the NCC of India, but of course, if
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